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ABSTRACT

Using the "How to Solve It" list developed by Polya as a

vehicle of comparison, research findings and key concepts from

the psychological study of problem solving are applied to

mathematical problem solving. Hypotheses concerning the inter-

pretation of psychological phenomena for mathematical problem

-situations are explored. Several areas of needed research with

respect to the solution of mathematical problems are discussed.

Three elements of Polya's list are identified as having primary

importance in the solution process. It is argued*that psycho-

logical research does not support the usefulnegs of "devising a

plan,"*but rather implies that problem solution is facilited by

the restructuring of data.



PROBLEM SOLVING: POLYA'S HEURISTIC APPLIED TO
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH

The nature of the problem solving process and of optimal

methods of training individuals to solve problems have been

subjects of speculation, introspection, and controlled research

among scholars as diverse as philosophers, mathematicians, ex-

perimental psychologists, and educationists for a long time.

However, the specific questions and conclusions of theorists and

researchers from any one of these groups seem not to have

influenced greatly the worklof those from other disciplines.

.There are many good reasons for this, ranging from fundamental

differences in objectives through difficulty"in interpreting

data icross fields.

The purpose of this paper is to integrate some of the

findings of experimental psychologists, educational researchers,

_

and mathemati ci'ans in ord er to test the- theories, -of- --one....grouio

-against the findings of -the others. Although the,laboratory

findings of experimental psychology are generally not directly

applicable to the mathematics classroom, this comparison and

analysis reveals many potential relationshiPs between these

situations, as well as a multitude of hypotheses concerning the

processes by which students succeed or fail in the solution of

mathematical prob/ems. 4
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The basic vehicle for this comparison is Polya's heuristic

as described in his book How to Solve It (1957). This approach

to problem solving, developed by an esteemed mathematician and

teacher of mathematics as an aid to students in solving

problems, is -lareitiabi-y-the most influential volume on heuristic

and its application to the mathematics classroom. Psychologists

seem not to have paid a great deal of attention to this work,

but as shall be shown below, the a priori plausibility of Polya's

system as a general problem solving method, as 'Well as its

generality of statement, admit the possibility of classifying

and examining experimental problems and.the findings of

psychologists according to this outline. Bedause psychological

researches can be so classified., it is possible to use the

empirical data from these studies to examine the general

validity of the "How to Solve It" scheme, bringing the contri-
,

butions of mathematicians and psychologists together in a

single focus.

Polya's "How to solve it list"

Polya's listing of steps in problem solving includes four

basic stages; each stage except the third includes several

substeps. The short version of Polya's listing to be used here

is as follows:
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I. Understanding the problem

A. What is the unknown?

B. What are the data?

C. What is the condition?

II. Devising a plan

A. Think of a related problem

B. Think of a problem with a similar unknown

C. Can you restate the problem?

III. Carry out your plan

IV. Examine your results

The generality of Polya's system is evidenced by the vernacular

(i.e., non-mathematical) form of the directixies outlined _above.

This generality allows the classification of information

and events connected with the solution of a wide variety of

specific problems. In table 1, six problems are outlined

according to this system. The first three of these problems

have been used Irequently in classical psychological research

on problem solving; the fourth problem is the Cryptarithm used

by Newell and Simon (1972) in their work on human information

processing. The final two problems are problems in algebraic-

arithmetic reasoning which have also been used in studies of

problem solving.
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Insert'Table 1 about here

The "two-string" problem is a classical example of an

"insight problem." In it the would-be problem solver is faced

with the task of tying together the ends of two strings which
0

hang from the ceiling; the lengths of the strings and the dis-

tance between them prohibit the subject from simply securing

one and tying it to the other. In order to solve the problem

he must use an object in the room (frequently a wrench) to make

a pendulum of one string.

The "water jar" problems, first studied by Luchins and

Luchins (1942, 1950), are familiar to many people as puzzles.

In a typical problem the subject is asked.to describe a

procedure for measuring 5 quarts of water given three jars with

capacities'*(a) 18 quarts, (b) 43 quarts, and (c) 10 quarts.

In the "Towers of Hanoi" a subject is presented.with a

board on which three posts are mounted; on one post is a stack

of discs of different sizes, piled according to size. The

problem is to transfer the entire stack to anothQr post by_

moving discs one at a time without ever placing a disc on top

of a smaller disc. This is to be accomplished in.the least

possible number of moves.

7
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The cryptarithmetic problem:

DONALD D = 5

+GERALD
ROBERT

is discussed 'in great detail by Newell and Simon (1972) as an

example of the information processing technique of problem

volving. In theory this problem could be solved by linear

algfbra, but this solution method is quite complex and sub-

jects do not use it. However, subjects do sometimes use

algebraic notation and singletons or pairs of equations in the

solution process.

The problem of the Donkey and the Mule was used by Buswell

in his.1956 study of mathematical problem solving:

A donkey and a mule were laden withvitne. If 1 gal-

lon were taken from the donkey and placed on the back

of the mule, the mule would have double the load of

the donkey, But if 1 gallon were taken from the mule

and placed on the donkey, the two animals would have

equal burdens. HoW-ffiany gallons of wine did each

animal carry at first? (Buswell, 1956, p. 102)

This problem can be solved by simple algebra of one or tuo vari-L

ables or by "reasoning." Buswell's study, revealed that very

few subjects (high school and college students) were able to

8
0
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solve this problem on the first attempt, and that more subjects

used "logical" than "algebraic" methods in constructing correct

(or incorrect) solutions.

The final problem listed in the table was used by Paige and

Simon (1966) in their study of cognitive processes involved in

solving "algebra word problems:"

A car radiator contains exactly 1 liter of a 90 per
)

'cent alcohol-water mixture. What quantity of water

will change the liter to an 80 per cent alcohol
(1

mixture? (Paige and Simon, 1966, p. 119)

This problem is ambiguous in that it can be interpreted to mean

that water can be added to dilute all of the'current solution

or, alternatively, to mean that some of the 90 per cent solution

is to be removed and replaced by water.. Under either interpre-

tation the problem is readily solved by algebra (one variable).

The experimenters do not report any subjects solving or

attempting to siolve this problem by means other than algebraic,

sometimes with accompanying figure.

These problems have been dissected according to "best fit"

with Polya's list. Reading down Table 1 we are able to make

some a priori comparisons among the problems and to relate the

experimenial findings with respect to some aspect of.one problem

with findings, hypotheses, or questions about the others.

9
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Understanding the Problem

In Polya's analysis und/erstanding a problem involves the

determination of three categories of information: information

concerning the definition of the "unknown," information in the

form of data, and information concerning the relationships among

the data and unknown which define the problem (conditions).

In all of the problems outlined above the definition of

the unknown can be assumed to be well understood by the subject.

In these problems the goals and unknowns are virtually identical,

and experimenters in making clear the goals of the problem have

also elucidated the unknown. (There do exist-studies of

situational problem solving in which the nature of the unknown

is less clear to the subject, however.)

What are the data?

The definition of "data" used in this paper is intention-

ally broad; "data" is taken to include not only numerical in-

formation, but also the content of experimenter directions and

the characteristics of any materials made available to the

subject.

In psychologists' discussions of insight problems the

conetruct "functional fixedness" refers to the failure of

subjects to see an object ordinarily serving one purpose as

'relevant to the resolution of a situation in which it might



serve another purpose. This phenomenon is classified here as

related to the subjects' determination of available data. Under

this view, subjects who fail to solve the two-string problem

may do so because, although they have the datum "wrench" they

do not,have the datum "steel object weighing about two poun.ds."

A related phenomenon seems to occur in some subjects'
. .

treatment of quantitative problems in that subjects appear to

see some part of the data as "fixed" by one stated relation-

ship, and, therefore, to relate this data improperly, if at

all, to the remainder, of the data in the problem. A striking

example of this phenomenon appears in Paige and Simon's report

of a subject's at,tempt to solve the alcohol-water problem; it

shows a case in which addition is inflexibly used. This

subject's model of the problem seemed to be "(initial mixture) +

(water added) = (final mixture)"; her data then became

".90 + x = .80" which she wrote down. This subject was unable

to solve the problem, apparently because she "fixed" the addi-

,tive relationship of water and solution.

In a slightly.difZerent instance 11 of Buswell's 151 subjects

read the data in the donkey and mule problem in a way that led

them to choose

"There can be only one gallon on each animal tb,beAin.

with if the mule's load is doubled after moving one

gallon fron, the donkey to the mule.",

1 1



from among six "basic assumption" alternatives. These subjects

seem to have (erroneously) fixed the doubling relationship; the

effect of shifting wine from the mule to the donkey does not

effect their thinking with regard to the first transfer at all.

Paige and Simon (1966), presenting Jubjects with self-

contradictory problems, had several subjects who failed to find

the contradictions; the protocols given for such sdbjects seem

to show non-integrative analyses of the problems. These

researchers hypothesize that in making operational definitions

of variables these subjects identified all noun phrases contain-

ing certain key.words. It seems clear from the protocols and

the experimenters' analyses of them that subjects who failed to

find inconsiStencies did so because they "fixed" variables in

accordance with certain salient rélationahips and failed to

consider appropriately any other restrictions on these variables.

Two fundamental sets of questions about the nature of

mathematical problem solving emerge from the observation of

this relational fixedness. The first questions concern the

nature and extent of such fixedness. Most mathematics teachers

would agree that 20, the response obtained by fixing the

relation "twice as old as" would be a popular response to the

problem "Jane is twice as old as Bob; in five years Bob will be

10% How old will Jane'be in 5 years?" Similar examples have

12
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been studied by Nesher and Teubal (1975). Yet little is known

about the interaction of individuals with relations of this

sort. Do s'ome individuals tend to fix many relations, or do

some relations tend to invite "fixing?"

The second family of questions arises from comparing results

of experimental studies of functional fixedness with the findings

of Paige and Simon (1966), Buswell (1956) and others to the

effect that subjects do not always (or even usually) spontan-

eously,detect incompleteness or inconsistency in data. =

Psychologists studying performance on insight problems have

observed similar failure of subjects to spontaneously discover

(or use) properties inherent in object,5 at iheirAisposal for

use in solving problems. However, Saugstad and Raaheim (1958)

found that subjects who "had" the data that a newspaper Can be

used as a tube and a nail as a hook were able to solve an

insight problem while subjects who did not list these as possible

functions of the paper and nail wece not. With this finding in

mind we might-ask whether.Paige and bimon's subjects "had"

the notions "extraneous root" or "insoluble equation"; more

generally, does "having" certain bits of mathematical theory

and knowledge help in solving algebraic problems?

13
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Data Seeking

lin seveial studies of mathematical problem solving behavior

there is d question of the relevance of various'data available

to the subject (Buswell, 1956; Forehand, 1967; Rimoldi, et al.,

1962, 1964; Gormly, 1971). Buswell's data, taken from a

questionnaire in which subjects were asked to identify relevant

and irrelevant facts included in problem statements, indicates

that high school and college students are not'very efficient in

such identification (Means: 6.5 of 10 relevant and 5.3 of 10

irrelevant facts correctly labelled), and that college students

perform no better than high school students on this task.

Moreover, three additional pieces of information were needed to

solve Buswell's problems; in the mean subjects were able to

point out only 1.2 of these missing facts.

Rimoldi et al. (1962, 1964) and Gormly (1971) have studied

subjects search for additional data by providing a mathematical

problem followed by a series of relevant and irrelevant ques-

tions whose answers can be obtained by removing tabs from the

problem sheet. Rimoldi and his psychometric group have been

especially interested in training subjects to be more selective

in the choice of information for consideration, and have shown

that such training is feasible, while Gormly's interest has been

chiefly in investigating the relationship of the personality

14
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trait "comprehensiveness" to the number of questions selected.

The data of these authors clearly suggest that:many subjects

do not use strictly logical criteria in discriminating between

relevant and irrelevant data for the solution of mathematical

problems.

What Is the Condition?

The.conditions explicit in the-statemens of the problem'

considered in Table I seem to belunderstood by the subjects.

Newell and Simon's cryptarithmetic subject S3 requests (and

receives) clarification of conditions at the outset of his

protocol and later when he asks whethe*it ii possible to

have a digit preceding ROBERT. At times he seems to be

clarifying the condition for himself.

Paige and Simon do not report that the ambiguity of the

alcohol and water problem caused%subjects Sny difficulty;

apparently subiects made an interpretation of the condition

and proceeded to work with that interpretation.

As observed above, some subjeCts, faced with contradictory

data (Paige and Simon, 1966) did not consider the "possibility"

condition implicit .in the problems of the sort presented.'
1

A related phenomenon.seems to occur in-experimental

Studies of-the-solution of non-mathematical problems; one

15
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example occurs in Wier's (1971) report on'the problem "get as

many marbles as you can." For this experiment Wier built an

apparatus which dispensed marbles through one of three holes

if the appropriate button were pushed at the right time.

Marbles were dispensed by the experimenter randomly subjeet to

the constraint that two-thirds of them went to hole number one.

Children soon learned to stick with the first button in order

to maximize their gains, but adults, apparently believing there

had to be

This

Paige and

data; the

algebraic

solutions.

may imply

algebraic

a rim-I-random solution, did not.

phenomenon could well be related to the failure of

Simon's subjects to find inconsistencies in their

latter may have felt that there "had to, be" an

solution, and therefore accepted their equations as

For SOme subjects the mere statement of a problem

the condition "there,is a solution in a standard

_form." Over a long period many writers on problem

solving in the schools have criticized the problem sets

typical of m...st textbooks and courses as nurturing this expec-

tation (Dilworth, 1966: Nenderson and Pingry, 1953; Thorndike,

1922; and a host of others).

16
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Devising a Plan

The second major step in problem solving as outlined by

Polya entails the planning.of a solution method. Polya's

advice in this connection is that the would-be problem solver

search his memory for a related problem, restating the

problem, if necessary, to find a relevant solution method.

The evidence of psychologists' subject protocols does not

.support the notion that planning of the sort suggested by Polya

is a natural component of subject behavior during prolplem

solving. The protocols published by Newell and Simon (1972)

and Paige and Simon (1966) provide no evidence for this type

of planning, and, in fact, the extensive protocol for subject

S3 solving the cryptarithmDONALD-1:GERALD+ROBERT

shoWs considerable evidence of apparently random efforts to

gain insights into parts of the problem. Nowhere in the
(

protocol does. S3 state.an explicit plan for moving from one step

of the solution'to another.

Gagne and Smith (1962), oh the other hand, have 'shown

that subjects ca4 be encouraged to improve performance by.

'verbalizirig-T-at leaSt for the Towers of Hano1.7.7and that the

development of a strategy does seem to enhance subjects'

performance on more complex (k.e., more discs) problems.of the

same sort. These experimentes assigned subjects to four;

17
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groups for training on this problem with 3 and 4 discs.

Subjects in two of these groups were instructed to verbalize

their solution processes, giving reasons for each move. More-

over, one verbalizing group and one non-verbalizing group were

instructed to try to devise a general strategy. All groups

were then given the five disc problem with the result that

verbalizers used only 7.9 (strategy group) and 9.3 (non

strategy) moves more than the minimum while nonverbalizers

made 48.1 and 61.7 extra moves, respectively. It is clear

from these data that the verbalizers had a considerable

advantage; it seems that those subjects who worked on a
4-0

general strategy may have had some slight adNiantage although

these differences are not significant. All of the verbalizers

were able to state a complete (6) or partial (8) verbal prin-
. .

ciple for solving this problem, whereas only 7 of the 14 non-

verbalizers were able to state a partial principle (of these 7,

6 were in the strategy group.

Even if Gagne and Smith's data is accepted.as.demonstrat-

ing some advAntage for planning solutions, these same

tigators provide indireCt evidence that detailed planning is

not inherent in the solution processes.of naive subjects,

Many of the reasons given by the. verbalizingSs'for moves Made

in the three- and four-diSc problems were classified as."just

18
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to try it," "don't know why," or "the only possible move."

Some subjects did verbalize moves in the direction of an

immediate subgoal, e.g., "to free up a space" or "to get

larger disc." Gagne and Smith do not report any evidence

that subjects who mentioned subgoals had an advantage over

subjects moving one piece at a time.

A problem in some senses similar to the Towers of Hanoi

was used by John Hayes (1966) in his study of subgoals as a

part of the solution process. Hayes' spy problems are based

on the notion that not all spies in a spy-ring can communicate

directly with-each other. In these experiments sublects first

memorize a list .,of eleven pairs of spies whO may talk to

each other, which they learn to a stiff criterion. They are

then given tasks such aS "Get a message from Shower to Horse,"

-
and the solution time is.measured. In order to determine

whether subjects were planning a strategy for deliveting the

message or simply moving it one step at A time, Hayes intro-

duced subOals by altering the problem statement. While Some

subjects were given a problem such as "Get a message from Joe

to Cat," for.others the problem statement was modified to

include necessary steps in the solution process yielding, for

example,'"Get a message from Joe through, Ape and. Waterfall to

Cat." The addition of this subgoal information had the effect

1 9
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of increasing the time required to solve the problem even

though the only solution to the problem involved the informa-

tion given in the subgoal condition (e.g., sending the

message through Ape and Waterfall).

Thus Hayes has shown that experimenter suggested plans

are far more helpful to subjects in the process of solving

problems of this type. Moreover, since the stages selected

for giving to the subject were necessary parts of the message

delivery systems, these data suggest strongly that subjects

did not plan their solutions in advance.

For his 1956 study of patterns in solution of the donkey

and mule problem, Bugwell first collected voice protocols from

a group of pilot subjects. He then classified the steps used

by pilot subjects into 81 categories. A second group of

subjects were then asked to choose the steps of their solutions

from among these 81. Finally the 81 were narr6wed to 38

which were arranged in a tree-like structUre. The final

sample of 61 subjects were then given the problem, and were

instructed to choose branches successively until they traversed

*the tree to a solution: Buswell's data shoWs' no consistent

pattern of. solution. Nor do the data describing suCcessive

attempts 'of a single subject to solve the problem.reveal

'any-planning.

20
,
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In a sense Buswell's first choice point, "Will you solve

this by algebra or logic?" forces subjects to commit them-

selves to a plan. However, subjects who failed in their first

attempts frequently changed from one mode to another for the

next attempt. In only 7 of the 104 comparisons of nth with

(n + Ust attempts of a single subject is there consistency

through three or more stages of problem solution, suggesting

that subjects were not really planning strategies.

The evidence cited above seems to indicate that subjects

developing their own solutions to problems with mathematical or

relational content do not spontaneously develop long range

solution plans, but-rather that they move from one step to

another.

Polya, of course, does not say that subjects do plan a

solution method, b t'rather that they should. The evidence

cited above does not tell us definitely whether this is good

advice or not., . The results of Forehand suggest, that it might

be, while those of Hayes suggest that it Is not.

Finding a Related Problem
9

The second aspeCt of Polya's advice io probleth savers,

who are seeking a method of solution is' that they search for

a. similar problem with.which they arefamiliar,. =restate

21
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the problem in more familiar terms. The literature reviewed

here provides some evidence that subjects do use such similari-

ties in their solution processes. For example, subjects in

Paige and Simon's study of solving algebraic word problems

exhibit the use of structural similarity of problems when they

spontaneously draw diagrams, or translate the verbally stated

probiem into an algebraic statement.

Suppes, Loftus, and Jerman (1969) in their study of the

performance of fifth graders on arithmetic problems found that

the single most important variable effecting problem diffi-

culty was the nature of the previous problem; problems were

easier when preceded by problems of a similar type than when

preceded by dissimilar ones.

Buswell's generalization problem, on'the other hand,
-

provides an example in which the appropriate relationships

among problems was not observed. In Buswell's experiment

subjects were presented with addition problems such as

3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 for which they were to

discover a general rule for rapid addition. Subjects were

given clues until they.reached such a generalization. Subse=2

quently subjects were given the problem:
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How many x marks are in the pyramid. below? There
are 9 in the center column.

X
XXX

)CO:XX
=DOOM

>00000000C
)00000000CC{
)CCCOODDOCCOM

3=00000000000CX
XXXMOCXXXXXX30000C

Buswell reports that only 23 of the 60 subjects who made a

correct generalization for the arithmetic problems were able

to apply it to this figural problem. In this case the

majority failed to discover a similarity to problems they had

just finished working on, if indeed they were "trying to find

similar problems." The similarity of this probrem with those

previously solved was apparently too weak for transfer to

operate.

The well-documented results of the Luchins'. (1142, 1950)

water jar problems provide evidence of a different sort.

Subjects who were given a series of eight problems involving

jars A, B, and C, all having solution B - 2A - C, were unable

to find the solution A C for a subsequent-problem: In this

case the similarity of the test problem with previous

problems Was too strong for subjects.io overCaMei if-stbjects

23
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were indeed looking for similar problems they found them

quickly and to their detriment.

The question of what constitutes a useful similar problem

for subjects in a mathematical problem solving situation is

thus one which should be investigated empirically.

Technical Aspects (Polva's Carrying Out the Plan)

There is a strong tendency among mathematics teachers to

distinguish between "setting up a problem" and "s9lving

equations:" very likely this distinction is related to

Polya's definition of a third stage in problem golving as

"Carrying out the Plan." As we have seen abOve, it is not

clear that subjects actually develop a plan to carry out!

Nonetheless the issue of the relationship of solving

equations'and/or performing computations to the ability of

subjects to handle algebraic probleMs is of some:imp'ortance.

More than one subject in Paige and Simon's study of algebraic

problems apparently felt he had solved the problem once he

had established a linear equation descriptive of the data

given, even though the equation had no solution consistent

with the physical situation (owing to inconsistencies in the

data)! The beliefs of these subjects that the equation was

2 4
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equivalent to the solution of the problem seems to have caused

their failures to discover the'inconsistencies.

In situations 101ere no such inconsistencies exist the

relationship between rote computational ability and "creative"

problem solving is an unresolved issue with some evidence

supporting the view that.there is,a high correlation between

these abilities and other evidence supporting their inde-

pendence.

Suppes, et al. (1969) observed that their problem solv-

ZD
ing subjects seemed to prefer certain modes of computation

over other equivalent modes 5.g., the form a - (b + c) is'

more.popular than the equivalent (a - b) - c7, and suggested

that the area of computational preferences and habits should

'be studied.

Buswell's (1956) monograph includes a description of a

study of the order in which computations were performed.

Subjects were presented witil three problems, each involving

the multiplication of four numbers; these problems we59,t6-be
-

solved on a specially designed form from which,Mexperi,-

menter could determine the order in whic the computations

were made. Bu .11's fairly,O. orate analysis of computational

--
patterns yield no sign---ificant relationships with the order

25
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in which the numbers were presented in 'the problem statement,

nor with the magnitude of the nuMbers...

More recently Burns and Yonnally (1964) have completed

similar study and claim that problems in which

presented in the "natural" order or the "order
-

used" are easier than others. However, in the sample problem

a

the data are

in which it is

provided by these researchers fractions must be used when

computations are performed in some orders, IN,at not others,

and his could explain the differences in .
;

?f both of the studies cited above the problems used

involved only multiplication and division. Since the order of

.
,

Operations does not effect the answer.to sucll problems,. the

importance of these studies per se is questionable. However,

do suggest that similar studies in which the order,of

operations is important should be done.

Along this line Kennedy, Eliot, and Krulee (1970),

while investigating error patterns of problem solvers, found

that low Ability subjects w re somewhat more likely t9,,use

data in the order,111--which it is presented ..thanhigh ability

subjects7-this result was only margina4 nificant, how,

.
.

ever, and the phenomenon.needs fupther study.

A related issue which seems to.have received very little

attention is the question of whether and how the complexity
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of the numbers involved in an algebraic word problem effects

the nature of the solution process (distinguished from the

Computational process). This author"hypothesizes that

subjects' performance on a problem such as the donkey and the

mule problem would be greatly effected if it were restated so

that 3/7 gallon or .9423 liters were moved from one beast to

another, and that the differences in subject behavior would be

observable throughout the problem solving process, and not

limited to computational phases of it.

Examination of the Solution Obtained

An important aspect of mathematical problem solving is

the final judgment of the solver that he has arrived at a

complete and correct solution. Hadamard (1945) speaks

eloquently of the relation of this aspect to "good" mathe-

matical problem solving:

. . in our domain, we do not need to ponder on

errors. Good mathematicians, when they make them,

which is not infrequenty, soon perceive and

correct them. As for me (and mine is the case

of many mathematicians), I,make many more of

them than my students do; only I always coirect

them so that no trace of them remains.in the rD

. 21
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final result. The reason for that is that when-

ever an error has been made, insight--that same

scientific sensibility we have spoken Of--wS.rns

me that my calculations do not look as they ought

to." (D. 49)

The psychological literature bearing directly on this point is

-
not as large as in the other areas discussed above. For in-

.

-aight problems theprocess of examihing the Solution is

generally trivial--either one has or hai not succeeded in

tying together two strings! In minimization of steps problems

such as the Towers of Hanoi, on the other hand,.the com-

plexity of a proposed solution (2n - 1 stepS'if correct) is

such.that the subject can hardly be expected. to remethber it,

let alone examine it for errors.

The question of whether subjects spontaneously examine

their solutions to problems for. accuracy would seem to be

moot. Newell And Simon's 53 did verify his final solution

to DONALD I. GERALD ROBERT; earlier in the protocol he eX-

-pressed the intention, to.examine his prior ,work: "Now I'm

going-back to see if I've made some obvious fallacy." He

was precluded from doing so by the e4erimenter's remark, "You

haven!t made anY, obvious fallacies." On the Other hand Paige

and,Simon's subjects fail to examine their solutions spon-

-28
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taneously--and thus do not detect the fallacies involved in

some of the problems. When led by the experimenter to recon-
1

sider these problems the subjects cited were able to analyze

the .problems and detect the inconsistencies involved.

Buswell, investigating whether subjects could estimate

reasonable solutions to problems in order to "check" Compu-

tationally derived answers, found great deviations from the

anticipated estimates. Many subjects coMputed the actual

figure rather than estimating and.14'percent of these (high

school) subjects were unable. to cope with the problem at all.

It is therefore doubtful that Hadamard's insight would warn

these subjects when their "calculations do not look as they

ought to."

The Structuring of Problem Situations

SearChing for a related problem is but one possible.

method of acting cin and reforming a similar problem while the

psychological,literature on problem solving does hot support

the notion that seeking similar problem's is either. popular

or especially fruitful as a method of approaching problems,

this. literature does reveal that successful problem solvers

restructure problem data during the solution'process..

The importance of understanding the structure of a

problem and altering the problem in successive stages through '
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structurally consistent steps was first proposed by the Gestalt

psychologists in the early forties (Duncker Wertheimer,

Hartmann). According to the Gestalt analysis a problem

solving subject moves from one 'state of-affairs to another

which is structurally similar. When a subject fails to solve

a problem it is because he.has an inadequate view of the situ-

ation; he may be lacking in-the breadth of his view of the

problem situations, or conversely, viewing the structure of

the situation too broadly.

More recent work tends to support the view Alat,problem

solving involves structuring and restructuring the information

given. Forehand (1967) studied organization of information by

problem solvers in a task involving matching pairs of indi-

viduals. Subjects in this study were given problems

followed by a series of facts in scrambled order; these facts

were to be recorded and used in the solution of the problem.

The records cd facts made by subjects were analyzed to deter-

mine whether data were organized in accordance.with 0, 1, 2,

or 3 of the available variables. A11 subjects.sorted on,at

least_olie variable, and analysis_of variance:showed.tht

success in solving the problems was significantly,related to

the nuMber-of Variables used in organizing the data.
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In a study along similar lines Schwartz (1971) investi-

gated the behavior of problem .solvers given "who done it"

problems involving affirmative and negative statements. Sub-

jects were encouraged to write down everything they did.

Examination of these records revealed that for positively

stated problems those subjects who organized data in matrix-

like structures were most likely to solve the problems'. In a

follow-up to this study Schwartz and Fattaleh (1972) gave

subjects "who done its" with the.data presented in various

modes (sentences, matrices, networks). Contrary to their

hypothesis that subjects would fare better with'problems

presented in the matrix mode, these authors.found that success

was influenced most by the ability (or inclination) of the

subject to restructUre the data, regardless of the form in which

it was presented.

The main burden of these research findings is thus con-

sistent with the Gestaltist position. The job of the problem

solver is apparently not to seek (and perhaps be misled by)

similar problems, nor to work at itemized solution plans, but

to comprehend the .internal unity and-structure of the problem.
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Summary and Conclusions

While the research findings cited above suggest many

interestin4 hypotheses which should be pursued in both

laboratory and educational research settings, their major

implication for mathematics education liedin their pinpoint-

i g'of three parts of Polya's solution scheme as more

important to the solution procedures of subjects than the

others. These three, "What are the data?," "What is the

condition?" and "Can you restate the problem?" are all con-
,

cerned with the understanding and analysis of the problem as

a unit, rather than withits similarities to other problems or

its place in a hierarchy of specific and general problems.

These questions are related to each other in that the restate-

ment of a problerddepends upon the organization (or reorgani-
.

zation) of the data in a manner consistent with the condition.

The findings Of psychologists suggest, moreover, that it

is difficult to separate the subjects' treatment of data and

condition. In the analysis above we have hypothesized two

mechanisms which tend to enhance this identification,

especially in subjects,who fail to solve problems:--"relational

fixedness" which can be thought of as the tendency to treat
.

some salient relationships as absolute and unchanging; and

the tendency of subjects to alter problem staterdents by the

32
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addition of conditions (and related "data") which seem to be

determined by their past experience. These phenomena are

closely linked and seem to occur because problem solvers have

difficulty in overcoMing various types of mental associations.

The documented importance of restating or restructuring

problem situations rests, ten, on the singular effectiveness

of this strategy in eliminating non-essential associations.

While the dictum "Think of a similar problem" may invite the

subject to build on irrelevant associations, or even invent

new ones, the admonition to restate the problem,demands that

he carefully analyze the constituent parts and the relation-

ships among them in order to derive a new and usable stateMent.

33
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Table 1. Analysis of six problems used ii

..-..

.

1

evoblem

N

Understandini the,Problem
. .

Devising a

What is the
unknown?

.What arel What is the"
the data? condition?

Think of a
,

related. problem
---

....

two string

.

Method of
getting two
strings
together

..

Experimenter Strings to be
directives, tied while
distance to hanging from
be overcome, ceiling

. properties of
objects.in
the room,
hints

,

"Real life"
problems
involving
pendulums,
pluMb bobs,
etc.

,

Water Jar
PrOblems

.

Method of
obtaining
spedified
aratiant of

watei .

.

Capacities of 'Infinite
. containers, source, pre-

..: rules for cise measure-
measurement ment

.

Previous water -
jar problems--
.

ToWers of
Hanoi

,

.

Most effi- -
cient legal
method of
moving stack

,

Beginning Discs can be
state, ter- moved only by
minal state, legal.moves,
definition number of
of legal move.. moves to be

miniMized

Relate to prob.,.!:
..

lems with. .....,.

smaller stacki0
.. ...

- other games.sncV
puzzles

..

.

Cryptarithm
DONALD :

+GERALD.

Digits-repre-
sented by'the
ten letters

.

.

,

D=5,.additive Each letter
relationship; represents a
positional . 'different.

relationships digit .

fdecimal
,.,

notation) -

Similar puzzleS

.

ROBERT
, ...

.

.

Donkey and Number of
.

,Ratios-of -total lOad ..

,

--.!--MixtUre ;

- Mule gallons on
donkey, number
of.gallons on'
mule

loads:under
two.transfor-
mations'

AmOunt of Initial solu-:
Amter to be- tion, size of'
.added tanknature

Ofsfinai:'
solutions.

is.constant,
irSnafer. would
iirodUCe ,given

tgitibe

PrOblems-,'''Ot

ProbleMs.::frOMI
HighSctioOi'
Algebra:

AMBIGUOUS
Fitter to be

ddeda , or

solutioh to

'to 14-.Friplaced

tO Yiela'80%
iolutIon'
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Plan
Carry out, Examine your

results
Think of a problem

,with similar unknown
Can you restate

the problem

your plan

"Real life".problems
of making things fit,
stretching, extending

??? ,Psychomotor
task

TriVial

"Reallife" problems Possible
involving measure- diophantine
meat of quantities equation
differing.from mea-
sures available

Solve equation Check the soldtiOn t

Any minimization of Establish sub- Complex execution Analysis of'
t."-steps-Problems goals?, of sequential sequence(learninj

pattern of moves during solution
process, errors)
Heavy memory load

? ? ? Digit-by-digit- ???. perform addition,:
check for double
usage

Transform data; Solve equations
algebraic logical Select and test

.possible solu-
tions

Do obtained.values
satisfy condition?

Picture? Trans-
late data,
equation(s).

Solve equations TIO Obtained Vilues:,
:satisfy the :condi-...

tion? Are they
physiCally feasible?-
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